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#mathscpdchat 16 March 2021 

 

What kinds of guidance should be in a KS3/4 scheme of work? 

Hosted by Esther Stevens 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Among the links shared during the discussion were:  

 

Mathematics in the National Curriculum 1989 which are the statutory orders that were introduced 

into England, Wales and Northern Ireland following the Education Reform Act 1988. They set out 

the content of mathematics to be taught by grouping it into 14 Attainment Targets (ATs). 

Attainment Targets 1 and 9 were significant in that they were both about using and applying the 

mathematics addressed in other ATs. It was shared by Heather Scott  

 

https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/27757/mathematics-national-curriculum-1989
https://twitter.com/MathsladyScott
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The Standards Unit: Improving Learning in Mathematics: Challenges and Strategies, (2000 - 

2009), which is a book of resources developed by Dr Malcolm Swan from Nottingham University 

assisted by other leading maths experts in the country. It was a part of the Department for 

Education and Skills’ response to the Smith Report, and built on research evidence strongly 

suggesting that learning mathematics is facilitated by actively engaging learners in mathematical 

thinking. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

NRICH: Secondary Curriculum which is a page providing links to advice on using NRICH tasks in 

the classroom, and to Secondary Curriculum Mapping Documents which give an overview of the 

maths met between the ages of 11 and 16, with linked NRICH tasks for each curriculum topic. It 

was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Planning for mathematics learning which is Chapter 5, written by Keith Jones and Julie-Ann 

Edwards, in Learning to teach mathematics in the secondary school: A companion to school 

experience. It was shared by Mary Pardoe  

 

Mapping App which shows the stage reached so far by Catherine Edwards in her work to create 

an interactive mapping diagram that shows links between ‘learning units’. It was shared by 

Catherine Edwards  

 

 

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show parts of three 

conversations about teachers developing, expanding and adapting their own schemes of work. 

They include tweets about implications of adopting a ‘thematic’ approach, and whether it is 

sensible always to stick to schemes of work in the present circumstances. Click on any of these 

screenshots-of-a-tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

The conversations were generated by this tweet from Esther Stevens: 

 

and included these from Gemma Scott, Mary Pardoe and Peter Lacey: 

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/26057
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://nrich.maths.org/8517
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/413720/1/Jones_Edwards_plan_math_learn_2017.pdf
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiZjdkNTc4ZGEtYzgxZC00MDQwLThlYzctYzQ3YTVhNDk1MTcwIiwidCI6ImI4NWNmNjI5LTY3NTQtNDlkYi1iOGFiLTY1MmQ0NjRkYTg3ZCJ9&pageName=ReportSection
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://twitter.com/DirectorMaths
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/ecarda1
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1371900540943278082
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these from Laura Gilbert, Esther Stevens, Catherine Edwards and Colin Wright: 

https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/ColinTheMathmo
https://twitter.com/DirectorMaths/status/1371901512474050564
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1371902541596921858
https://twitter.com/ecarda1/status/1371825205941768192
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https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1371901595269570561
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1371902290383241219
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/13719037444897464
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1371904590434738185
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1371904493743345664
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1371905007755395078
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/137190556908144128
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1371906450033901571
https://twitter.com/ColiTheMathmo/status/1371902358561693697
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and these from these from  Esther Stevens, Laura Kavalier, Miss Ward-Gow and Laura Gilbert: 

 

 

 

 

 

(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

Some of the areas where discussion focused were: 

 

the first four ‘questions’ from the host were in the form of polls that contributors were 

invited to complete and/or respond to in tweets: 

https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica
https://twitter.com/mathsteacher09
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura
https://twitter.com/MrsMathematica/status/1371906474855776263
https://twitter.com/mathsteacher09/status/1371907121936224256
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1371908184856743940
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1371908755592462338
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1371908626793725953
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• Key Stage specific, but ‘definitely with the five years at the forefront of thinking’; 

• at least one teacher has created ‘an ‘all through’ SOW for us’, using knowledge about 

KS1/2 learning ‘to inform start points’; 

• at least one other department has ‘a 5 year curriculum plan and then our schemes of 

learning detail on a class by class basis how the curriculum is delivered’ … extra 

maths sessions are provided for any students who are moved from one set to another; 

 

• in some schools the teachers in the maths department collaboratively design and write 

their own schemes of work, ‘making adaptations when we see good practice in other 

places’ … it was suggested that this might be thought of as ‘whilst on the journey using real 

time information to make modifications to the journey’ … ‘it can be tweaked en route to 

match the needs and interests of the learners. And also giving them a say in our 

navigation’; 

• at least one school has devised thematic schemes of work for Years 7 and 8, basing the 

SoW for each year on four ‘big ideas’, such as ‘golden ratio’ or ‘topology’ … the intended 

learning within themes is mapped to the national curriculum … with this approach students 

are likely to be ‘better at linking ideas’; 
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• a teacher in a 3–18 school that follows its own maths curriculum, wondered whether an ‘off 

the shelf’ scheme of work might ‘go a long way to offer consistency throughout’ … that 

teachers in a 3-18 school ‘have such an opportunity to seek thorough understanding of all 

phases’; 

 

there were no tweets in response to this poll; 

teachers’ thoughts about the exact denotation of the phrase ‘Scheme of Work’, and about 

what they believe it ought to denote: 

• whether, or not, guidance as to how to follow teaching and learning ‘principles’ (such 

as those discussed in Improving Learning in Mathematics: challenges and principles … the 

Standards Unit publication produced in response to Making mathematics count: the report of 

Professor Adrian Smith’s inquiry into post-14 mathematics, 2004 … link provided above) 

can/ought to be provided in a scheme of work … some teachers expressed concern that 

‘writing principles into SoW’ might result in them being superficially addressed merely as ‘a 

tick list’ … that they are ‘the kind of thing we discuss as a department, and then plan tasks 

together’ … there was a response suggesting that, by discussing principles and then 

planning a SoW together, those principles are automatically being ‘incorporated’ into the 

SoW; 

• whether teachers are allocated enough time to work together effectively on developing 

their own schemes of work; 
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• that a scheme of work should include ‘enough detail so that someone who hasn’t taught a 

topic before could plan a sequence of lessons without having to find too much additional 

stuff’; 

• that a scheme of work should be clearly presented ‘showing links between and through 

topics/areas’ … it should show ‘how to enact the curriculum’ … ‘how to enact that is 

decided by us as a department’; 

• that a scheme of work should give ‘an idea of the order to teach in, and some detail of what 

to include and when, maybe linking topics to what came before’ … while some SoWs 

include ‘timings’, many teachers believe that they are not appropriate because their 

inclusion often has negative consequences; 

• a scheme of work ought to ‘mirror what happens in the classroom and reflect best 

practice’; 

• some people believe that to many teachers a scheme of work means just ‘a list of topics’; 

• some teachers would like every scheme of work to include ‘a series of tasks that teachers 

use as stepping stones through units’ … ‘some ‘essential’ tasks might ensure 

consistency without being too directed’ … ‘tasks that the whole department discuss 

before and after using them are a great thing to factor into a SoW’ … at least one 

teacher would like to see ‘a booklet with tasks instead of guidance ‘ … ‘where it gives 

guidance for each objective I tend just to look at the title. Then I look for reading about how 

to teach it best, then I look for great tasks’; 

• a contributor commented that the 1989 first national curriculum (link provided above) was 

intended ‘to show some stages on the journey to learning maths, and departments were 

expected to put in other things inbetween the staging posts’; 

the host asked whether/how teaching through a pandemic has changed what teachers 

need/want there to be in a scheme of work: 

• that ‘the links and sequencing have needed to be even more explicit’ … that in the coming 

weeks teachers will sometimes need to allow time for consolidation ‘to ensure we are 

building on a firm foundation’ … that ‘the hokey-cokey nature of classes has exposed 

areas that we need to make sure are better secured’ … that where teachers are using an 

exam board SoW the guidance is ‘just bullet points from the spec, with no detail on pre-

requisites’; 

• some teachers are creating detailed spreadsheets that show links between ‘topics-and-

topics’ and between ‘topics-and-resources’ (link provided above); 

• that teachers need to feel that they are not ‘tied to a SoW but instead free to address the 

needs of the class in front of them’; 

• that teachers ‘need to be in regular communication with colleagues about the pace 

they’re going’ … partly in order to ensure that cross-group ‘assessment isn’t demoralisingly 

difficult or too easy’; 
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the host’s final question aimed to generate tweets indicating contributors’ views about 

the kinds of guidance that ideally ought to be in a KS3/4 scheme of work: 

• that it should show ‘clear links forward and backward’ … and contain explicit 

ideas/examples of ideas and materials to support enrichment of/in what students learn, and 

development of students’ problem-solving and mathematical-thinking abilities; 

• some teachers would ‘love a clear list/spiral-representation of the hierarchy of topics 

right from the start of primary through to the end of secondary … discussed and 

agreed upon by our team’ … a contributor to the chat offered to ‘dig out old plans’ in order to 

‘kick start’ his work on continuing to create something of that kind (to which in the past 

encouraging responses had been somewhat lacking) … contributors to the present chat 

were, on the other hand, very encouraging; 

• that a scheme of work might include reference to, and examples of: tasks of various kinds, 

including open-ended work, group work and individual work … teaching and learning 

approaches … possible misconceptions and ways of overcoming them … key points, 

difficult points and critical points in lessons and units-of-work … assessment 

opportunities … ways of recording students’ achievements and progress. 

 


